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Binary to decimal questions and answers pdf free printable worksheet

India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,72,92,380+ Students (110110101)2(110110001)2(100110101)2(110000101)2 Convert decimal to binary: Conversion Steps: Steps To Convert From Base 10 To Base 2
(Binary): Write the given decimal number as the dividend and write the base of the binary system i.e. 2 as the divisor. Binary to Decimal Conversion: (1011)2=(?)10 = 1x23 + 0x22 + 1x21 + 1x20 = 8 + 0 + 2 + 1 = (11)10 Hence, The Decimal conversion of 1011 is 11. Note: The first bit obtained is the most significant and the last is the least
significant. Get the integer quotient for the next iteration. CALCULATION: Here, we have to find the decimal equivalent of the binary number 11001.011 ⇒ 2-3 × 1 + 2-2 × 1 + 2-1 × 0 + 20 × 1 + 21 × 0 + 22 × 0 + 23 × 1 + 24 × 1 = 0.125 + 0.25 + 0 + 1 + 0 + 0 + 8 + 16 = 25.375 So, the decimal equivalent of the binary number 11001.011 is
(25.375)10 Hence, option A is the correct answer. This math worksheet was created on 2015-11-17 and has been viewed 82 times this week and 241 times this month. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by
2,72,92,380+ Students Concept: To determine the decimal equivalent of a given number in base r, we use the following method: Let the number given is (ABC)r. Repeat the steps until the quotient is equal to 0. Teachers can use math worksheets as tests, practice assignments or teaching tools (for example in group work, for scaffolding or in a
learning center). Student versions, if present, include only the question page. Step 3: Continue to divide the divisor as mentioned in Step 2 until you get the quotient as 0 or 1. Students can use math worksheets to master a math skill through practice, in a study group or for peer tutoring. Step 4: Starting with the bottom remainder, write the sequence
of the remainders upwards to the top to get the Binary equivalent of the given decimal number. It may be printed, downloaded or saved and used in your classroom, home school, or other educational environment to help someone learn math. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question
Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,72,92,380+ Students Key Points A number with base 2 is known as a Binary Number, and numbers with base 10 are known as Decimal Numbers in the Number System. Binary to Decimal Conversion: Given: Given binary number = (1101110)2 Calculation: (1101110)2 =
(1 × 26 + 1 × 25 + 0 × 24 + 1 × 23 + 1 × 22 + 1 × 21 + 0 × 20)10 ⇒ (64 + 32 + 8 + 4 + 2)10 ⇒ (110)10 So, the decimal equivalent of the binary number (1101110)2 is (110)10. Conversion of Fractional Binary Numbers into Decimal Number: In order to convert the binary fractions to decimal numbers, we use negative powers of 2 to the right of the
binary point. So, we get the Binary equivalent of the number (75)10 as (1001011)2 ∴ The number at the place of the question mark will be 1001011. Parents can work with their children to give them extra practice, to help them learn a new math skill or to keep their skills fresh over school breaks. Binary numbers, on the other hand, are used in digital
systems and are represented by just two digits – 0 and 1. CALCULATION: Here, we have to find the binary equivalent of the number 543.625 Separate the integer and fractional part. Decimal to binary: Take decimal number as dividend. The last step is reached, if the fraction part is zero or it is terminated, when the desire accuracy is attained. ∴ The
number at the place of the question mark will be 110. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,72,92,380+ Students (11101)2(10101)2(10100)2None of these Concepts: Convert decimal to binary Conversion
steps: Divide the number by 2. Divide the dividend by the divisor and write the quotient as the new dividend and the remainder (0 or 1) on the right side of the dividend. (1111)2 = \(\rm 1\times 2^0+1\times 2^1+1\times2^2+1\times2^3=15\) (1001)2 = \(\rm 1\times 2^0+0\times 2^1+0\times2^2+1\times2^3=9\) (1010)2 = \(\rm 0\times
2^0+1\times 2^1+0\times2^2+1\times2^3=10\) (1111)2 + (1001)2 - (1010)2 = 15 + 9 - 10 = 14 Now, in binary 14 can be written as, Division Remainder (R) 14 / 2 = 7 0 7 / 2 = 3 1 3 / 2 = 1 1 1 / 2 = 0 1 (14)10 = (1110)2 Hence, option (3) is correct. The size of the PDF file is 31178 bytes. Calculation: Here, we have to find the decimal equivalent of
the binary number (11100)2 11100 = 20 × 0 + 21 × 0 + 22 × 1 + 23 × 1 + 24 × 1 = 0 + 0 + 4 + 8 + 16 = 28 So, the decimal equivalent of 11100 is 28 i.e (11100)2 = (28)10 India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App
Trusted by 2,72,92,380+ Students (1000111111.101)2(1100011111.101)2(1000011111.101)2(1001011111.101)2 Option 3 : (1000011111.101)2 CONCEPT: Convert decimal to binary Conversion steps: Divide the number by 2. D3D2D1D0 The decimal number is equal to the sum of binary digits (Dn) times their power of 2 (2n) Decimal = D0 × 20 + D1
× 21 + D2 × 22 + …. This process is repeated until the most significant bit i.e left bit has been processed. Binary to Decimal Conversion: Given: Given binary number = (101001)2 Calculation: (101001)2 = (1 × 25 + 0 × 24 + 1 × 23 + 0 × 22 + 0 × 21 + 1 × 20)10 ⇒ (32 + 8 + 1)10 ⇒ (41)10 So, the decimal equivalent of the binary
number (101001)2 is (41)10. In each step, the digit before the decimal point is being transferred binary record and the process is repeated with the remaining fraction. Get the remainder for the binary digit. Calculation: Here, we have to find the binary equivalent of 21 2 21 2 10 1 2 5 0 2 2 1 1 0 So, the binary equivalent of 21 is 10101 i.e (21)10 =
(10101)2 India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,72,92,380+ Students CONCEPT: BINARY TO DECIMAL CONVERSION: For Example, to convert 10011011 into decimal the following process must be
followed. The Open button opens the complete PDF file in a new browser tab. Starting with the bottom remainder, write the sequence of the remainders upwards to the top to get the Binary equivalent of the given decimal number. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock
Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,72,92,380+ Students CONCEPT: BINARY TO DECIMAL CONVERSION: For Example, to convert 10011011 into decimal the following process must be followed. Welcome to The Converting Binary Numbers to Decimal Numbers (A) Math Worksheet from the Number Sense Worksheets
Page at Math-Drills.com. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,72,92,380+ Students The Correct Answer is 11. The Converting Binary Numbers to Decimal Numbers (A) Math Worksheet Page 1 The
Converting Binary Numbers to Decimal Numbers (A) Math Worksheet Page 2 Other Versions: More Number Sense Worksheets CONCEPT: BINARY TO DECIMAL CONVERSION: For Example, to convert 10011011 into decimal the following process must be followed. So, we get the Binary equivalent of the number (101)10 as (1100101)2 ∴ The number
at the place of the question mark will be 1100101. Step 4: Starting with the bottom remainder, write the sequence of the remainders upwards to the top to get the Binary equivalent of the given decimal number. CALCULATION: Here, we have to find the binary equivalent of 0.3125 So, let's start multiplying the given decimal number by 2 until the
fraction part is zero or it is terminated, when the desire accuracy is attained. The Download button initiates a download of the PDF math worksheet. Repeat the steps until the quotient is equal to 0 Write the remainders in reverse order (which will be the equivalent binary number of a given decimal number) Calculation: Binary of 456: Division
Remainder (R) 456 / 2 = 228 0 228 / 2 = 114 0 114 / 2 = 57 0 77 / 2 = 28 1 28 / 2 = 14 0 14 / 2 = 7 0 7 / 2 = 3 1 3 / 2 = 1 1 1 Hence the equivalent binary expression for 456 will be 111001000. ∴ The number at the place of the question mark will be 58. Preview images of the first and second (if there is one) pages are shown. For more like this, use
the search bar to look for some or all of these keywords: math, number, sense, base, systems, decimal, binary. Repeat the steps until the quotient is equal to 0 Write the remainders in reverse order (which will be equivalent binary number of given decimal number). India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live
MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,72,92,380+ Students Concept: Decimal to binary: Take the decimal number as a dividend. ∴ The number at the place of the question mark will be 48. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses
Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,72,92,380+ Students 1010110100101110110101010101 Given: The given decimal number is (75)10 Calculation: Step 1: Write the given decimal number as the dividend and write the base of the binary system i.e. 2 as the divisor. ∴ The number at the
place of the question mark will be 41. Integer part: 543 Fractional part: 0.625 Convert integer part into binary: 2 543 Remainder 2 271 1 2 135 1 2 67 1 2 33 1 2 16 1 2 8 0 2 4 0 2 2 0 1 0 So, the binary equivalent of 543 is (1000011111)2 Now let's convert fractional part into binary: 0.625 × 2 = 1.25 [1] 0.25 × 2 = 0.5 [0] 0.5 × 2 = 1.00 [1] So, the
binary equivalent of 0.625 is (0.101)2 So, the binary equivalent of the decimal number 543.625 is (1000011111.101)2 Hence, option C is the correct answer. Calculation: So, the binary equivalent of 437 is (110110101)2 Hence, option (1) is the correct answer. Conversion of Fractional Decimal Numbers into Binary Numbers: Fractional numbers can be
converted to binary form by successive multiplication by 2. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,72,92,380+ Students CALCULATION: Here, we have to find the decimal equivalent of the binary number
11001010101 ⇒ 20 × 1 + 21 × 0 + 22 × 1 + 23 × 0 + 24 × 1 + 25 × 0 + 26 × 1 + 27 × 0 + 28 × 0 + 29 × 1 + 210 × 1 = 1 + 0 + 4 + 0 + 16 + 0 + 64 + 0 + 0 + 512 + 1024 = 1621 So, the decimal equivalent of the binary number 11001010101 is (1621)10 Hence, option D is the correct answer. ∴ The number at the place of the question mark will be
23. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,72,92,380+ Students Key Points A number with base 2 is known as a Binary Number, and numbers with base 10 are known as Decimal Numbers in the Number
System. Teacher versions include both the question page and the answer key. Use the buttons below to print, open, or download the PDF version of the Converting Binary Numbers to Decimal Numbers (A) math worksheet. Divide the number by 2. 0.3125 × 2 = 0.625 [0] 0.625 × 2 = 1.25 [1] 0.25 × 2 = 0.5 [0] 0.5 × 2 = 1.00 [1] So, the binary
equivalent of 0.3125 is (0.0101)2 Hence, option B is the correct answer. The decimal numbers are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and so on. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,72,92,380+ Students
(0.0001)2(0.0101)2(0.0100)2None of these CONCEPT: Conversion of Fractional Decimal Numbers into Binary Numbers: Fractional numbers can be converted to binary form by successive multiplication by 2. Open Full Version Download Full Version Open Student Version Download Student Version The Print button initiates your browser's print
dialog. 25.37531.62543.175None of these CONCEPT: Conversion of Integral Binary Number into Decimal Number: For converting binary number to decimal number, we start from the least significant bit i.e from right by multiplying them with the powers of 2 in increasing order, i.e with 20, 21, … and so on. Key Points A number with base 2 is known
as a Binary Number, and numbers with base 10 are known as Decimal Numbers in the Number System. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,72,92,380+ Students 1000011101010111100101100101
Given: The given decimal number is (101)10 Calculation: Step 1: Write the given decimal number as the dividend and write the base of the binary system i.e. 2 as the divisor. Get the remainder (it will be either 0 or 1 because of divisor 2). CALCULATION: Here, we have to find the decimal equivalent of the binary number 110110 ⇒ 20 × 0 + 21 × 1 +
22 × 1 + 23 × 0 + 24 × 1 + 25 × 1 = 0 + 2 + 4 + 0 + 16 + 32 = 54 So, the decimal equivalent of the binary number 110110 is (54)10 Hence, option D is the correct answer. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App
Trusted by 2,72,92,380+ Students Given: Given binary number = (110000)2 Calculation: (110000)2 = (1 × 25 + 1 × 24 + 0 × 23 + 0 × 22 + 0 × 21 + 0 × 20)10 ⇒ (32 + 16 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0)10 ⇒ (48)10 So, the decimal equivalent of the binary number (110000)2 is (48)10. CALCULATION: Here, we have to find the decimal equivalent of the binary
number 1011101 ⇒ 20 × 1 + 21 × 0 + 22 × 1 + 23 × 1 + 24 × 1 + 25 × 0 + 26 × 1 = 1 + 0 + 4 + 8 + 16 + 0 + 64 = 93 So, the decimal equivalent of the binary number 110110 is (93)10 Hence, option A is the correct answer. Binary to Decimal Conversion: Given: Given binary number = (10111)2 Calculation: (10111)2 = (1 × 24 + 0 × 23 + 1 × 22 +
1 × 21 + 1 × 20)10 ⇒ (16 + 4 + 2 + 1)10 ⇒ (23)10 So, the decimal equivalent of the binary number (10111)2 is (23)10. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,72,92,380+ Students Concept: Binary to
Decimal conversion: For Example, to convert 10011011 into decimal the following process must be followed. Step 2: Divide the dividend by the divisor and write the quotient as the new dividend and the remainder (0 or 1) on the right side of the dividend. The decimal equivalent will be: (ABC)10 = (A × r2) + (B × r1) + (C × r0) Calculation: \
((\sqrt{41})_B=(5)_{10}\) We can also write the above expression as: (41)B = (25)10 4B + 1 = 2 × 10 + 5 × 100 4B + 1 = 25 B = 6 India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,72,92,380+ Students Given:
Given binary number = (111010)2 Calculation: (111010)2 = (1 × 25 + 1 × 24 + 1 × 23 + 0 × 22 + 1 × 21 + 0 × 20)10 ⇒ (32 + 16 + 8 + 0 + 2 + 0)10 ⇒ (58)10 So, the decimal equivalent of the binary number (111010)2 is (58)10. Continue to divide the divisor as mentioned in Step 2 until you get the quotient as 0 or 1. Calculation: To find: (1111)2 +
(1001)2 - (1010)2 = ? India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,72,92,380+ Students (111)2(1100)2(1110)2(1010)2None of these Concept: Covert Binary to Decimal: For binary number with n digits; Dn-1 ….
If there are more versions of this worksheet, the other versions will be available below the preview images.
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